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Lio is back after a brief time contemplating if he should even continue his stop motion news
service!

And wouldn't you know it, I was all set to write about the really cool brand new Lipton Brisk Iced
Tea spot. Ron Cole told us about his Lipton Iced Tea project a few weeks ago. He was involved
in creating the mechanical head for the Chuck Liddell puppet that was used in the viral video.
Well Lio beat me to it, so I decided to let everyone know a little bit about his updated blog.

A couple of months ago I posted about our site update and how ancient the content
management system was behind it all. I also mentioned how the site didn't incorperate some of
the most basic and accepted additions to most blogs on the internet. Well Lio gave it some
thought and was facing how antiquated his own blog was and if it was worth trying to modernize
his own site to keep up with the rest of the world.

Of course I fealt bad about that because I fealt responsible for possibly causing the end of Lios
blog. And that was definitely not my aim! So I told Lio I would help him out if he needed it and
joined many others over at Stop Motion Animation to tell him that we love what he writes
about. Luckily Lio thought twice about his initial decision and learned a few tricks to update his
blog. Now you can add comments to his "as usual" great news posts, and the format he uses is
I believe the same as most Wordpress blogs. So for a lot of you who already have accounts
with Wordpress you can go in and make comments without much effort.

If you've visited Lios blog for some time and haven't been able to find it, he changed the URL
slightly to http://www.stopmotionworks.com/news/ . So make sure to check it out and read his
latest news posts, especially the latest one about the Lipton ads.
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